Abstract: This paper presents the results of experimental investigations of 108 geometrical configurations of a loudspeaker-driven synthetic jet (SJ) actuator. The considered cases of the SJ actuator were characterized by a high coupling ratio. The experiment was performed to determine the impact of geometry on the Helmholtz resonance frequency. Geometrical parameters of the orifice diameter, orifice length, and cavity volume were changed within a wide range. The dependences of electrical and flow parameters that characterized the synthetic jet actuators as a function of the excitation frequency were also identified. The main goal of the research was to identify the optimal mathematical formula of the model to calculate the Helmholtz resonance frequency in the case of synthetic jet actuators. To determine the model that was characterized by the best fit of the experimental results, an additional geometrical dimensionless parameter, representing the ratio of the orifice cross-section area to the cross-section area of the cavity, was introduced. A significant impact of this parameter on the effective orifice length was noted. Based on the research findings, a model was obtained for which the results of the experiment were in the error range of ±6% for 95% of the measurement data. The obtained model is an improved version of the classical model used in the description of the resonance frequency in the case of a synthetic jet actuator. The model enables highly accurate determination of the Helmholtz resonance frequency at which the maximum synthetic jet actuator parameters occur.
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1. Introduction

A typical synthetic jet actuator (SJA) is a zero-net mass-flux device. A synthetic jet (SJ) is directly formed by the fluid system in which the synthetic jet actuator is located. The SJ is produced by the interaction of a train of vortices that are formed by successive suction and ejection of the fluid across an orifice. The working fluid is alternately sucked into and ejected from the cavity by the motion of a diaphragm that bounds the cavity. Cavity volume oscillation may be caused by a loudspeaker or piezoelectric actuator. The case in which a loudspeaker is used is the subject of the present work.

A synthetic jet is a novel flow technique that may be useful for cooling applications, among others, in electronic systems. Recently, synthetic jets have been extensively studied. A number of positions can be found in the literature regarding properties and applications of SJs. The latest references include, among others, the review articles [1,2], in which the authors present a detailed overview of SJ characteristics and parameters that can influence the enhancement of fluid flow and heat transfer. In addition, research on the acoustic and flow properties of an SJ actuator driven by a loudspeaker was recently conducted in [3,4].

It should be emphasized that the literature cited above represents only a small portion of the total volume of SJ research, which began at the end of the last century [5–7].

The frequency characteristics are among the SJ topics studied. A synthetic jet actuator with a single cavity and one orifice is characterized by two resonance frequencies: the first
resulting from the properties of the actuator and the second resulting from the Helmholtz resonance system. These frequencies were the subject of the research of Guy et al. [8,9], in which the authors showed that the output of the actuator is maximized at the two resonance frequencies considered. Consequently, the SJ actuator energetic efficiency is also maximized at the resonance frequency, as reported by Gil and Smyk in [10]. Investigations on flow characteristics of SJ in connection with resonance frequencies have been performed by, among others, Chaundhari et al. [11], Gil and Strzelczyk [12], Kordik [13], Gallas et al. [14–16], and Sharma et al. [17,18]. It has been concluded that the characteristic SJ velocities are also maximized at the resonance frequencies. Due to the application of SJs in cooling systems, the heat transfer intensity is an important issue in SJ investigations. The results of the conducted research show that excitation frequencies have an impact on heat transfer coefficients [19,20]. It has been noted that the SJ heat transfer characteristics depend on the dimensionless stroke length, which is the parameter that nondimensionalizes the frequency. Thus, knowledge about resonance frequencies, including the Helmholtz resonant frequency, can also be of significance in SJ heat transfer issues.

The main goal of the present research was to determine the mathematical formula of a model to calculate the Helmholtz resonance frequency in the case of synthetic jet actuators.

A problem associated with analytical modeling of SJ actuator characteristics was raised by Gallas et al. [14–16]. In this study, the researchers proposed a lumped element model based on an analogy with electrical circuitry. In this model, the components of a piezoelectrically driven SJ actuator were modeled as analogous actuators of an electrical circuit. The modification of the lumped element model was proposed by Thang and Zhong [21]. In their model, the mechanical movement of the diaphragm was decoupled from the fluid phenomenon in the cavity, which allowed the modeling of the SJ actuator to be separately investigated and validated. A general lumped parameter model for an SJ actuator with an electromagnetic or piezoelectric driver was presented by Persoons [22]. This article includes a detailed description of the coupling between the electromechanical driver model and fluidic effects in the cavity. The author experimentally validated the model for circular and rectangular orifices. A lumped element model of the operation of an SJ actuator driven by a thin piezoelectric disk was also studied by de Luca et al. [23]. The authors reported the results of analytical and numerical investigations performed to obtain the information about the frequency response of the studied device. Furthermore, Gomes et al. [24] studied the influence of the geometry, such as the cavity height and the orifice length, on the synthetic jet velocity derived from the piezo SJ actuator and, consequently, the SJA Helmholtz resonance frequencies. The application of lumped element models to SJs, also referred to as reduced-order models, was also presented and discussed in [13,25,26]. In addition, based on lumped element modeling and the assumption of an incompressible working fluid, Kordik and Travnicek [13] theoretically predicted the optimal diameters of SJ actuator orifices in the cases investigated. A previous study [25] includes a comprehensive review of the development of various lumped element models as practical tools to design and manufacture SJ actuators. The authors of [26] present a reduced-order model that was developed to predict the performance of synthetic jet actuators. The research concerned a classical SJA configuration consisting of a single actuator with rectangular orifice. The CFD results from both 2D and 3D simulations were compared. The authors also compared their numerical results with the experiment, and drew conclusions regarding the validity of the relatively simple analytical method for a variety of conditions, and for a range of frequencies approaching the Helmholtz resonance frequency.

An alternative analytical model of the SJ actuator has been presented by Sharma [17,18]. In the proposed model, the driven wall in the cavity is a mechanical system which is pneumatically coupled to the cavity–orifice system operating as a Helmholtz resonator. It should be noted that most of the works cited above concern the use of piezo-driven SJ actuators.

The validation of the findings obtained above appears to be justified for loudspeaker SJ actuators, and was one of the objectives of the present work. The SJA Helmholtz resonance
frequency is the subject of the present study. Experimental investigations of 108 various geometrical configurations of a synthetic jet actuator were undertaken to determine the impact of the geometry on the Helmholtz resonance frequency. Orifice diameter, orifice length, and cavity volume were changed within a wide range. The existing model used to describe the Helmholtz resonance frequency in the SJ system was verified and calibrated.

2. Materials and Methods

The experiment was performed using a modular synthetic jet actuator that enabled rapid changes in its geometry. The scheme of the applied SJ actuator is presented in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the investigated synthetic jet actuator: 1—diaphragm, 2—cavity, 3—spacer plate, 4—front plate with orifice, 5—orifice, 6—loudspeaker.](image)

The actuator consisted of a plexiglass cavity and loudspeaker. Plexiglass spacer plates forming the cavity could be set up quickly and easily. Changing the configuration of the plates resulted in different cavity volumes, in addition to different diameters and lengths of the orifice. Views of the modular SJ actuator in the case of maximum and minimum cavity volume are shown Figure 2. Figure 3 presents the general scheme of the measurement system applied in the investigations.

![Figure 2. Modular SJ actuator: (a) maximum volume of the cavity; (b) minimum volume of the cavity.](image)
Figure 3. Scheme of the measurement system.

The dimensions of the square distance plates were: thickness of 10 or 20 mm; side length of 180 mm. The volume of the cavity was set by increasing the number of plates between the loudspeaker and the front plate with the orifice (see Figure 1). Each distance plate had a circular hole with diameter of about $D = 150$ mm. A detailed description of the parameters that characterized the cavity formed by the distance plates is included in Table 1. The dimensions of a single distance plate were based on direct measurement. By increasing the cavity volume $V$, the diameter $D$ was determined as the weighted average of the hole diameters of the component plates. The cavity volume $V$ was the sum of the space resulting from the distance plates and the volume of the loudspeaker diaphragm cavity.

Table 1. Parameters of the cavity used in the SJ actuator investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Cavity Length, $L$ [mm]</th>
<th>Cavity Internal Diameter, $D$ [mm]</th>
<th>Cavity Volume, $V$ [cm$^3$]</th>
<th>$L/D$ [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-1</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>149.84</td>
<td>489.3</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-2</td>
<td>29.42</td>
<td>149.83</td>
<td>655.9</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-3</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>149.89</td>
<td>842.0</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-4</td>
<td>49.40</td>
<td>149.87</td>
<td>1009.0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-5</td>
<td>59.82</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>1191.0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-6</td>
<td>69.27</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>1358.0</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-7</td>
<td>79.72</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>1542.0</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-8</td>
<td>89.17</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>1709.0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-9</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>149.81</td>
<td>1875.0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The front plate was able to be replaced in the 12 available cases. Table 2 presents a detailed description of the parameters that characterized the front plates with orifices. Geometrical measurements were made using an InSize150 electronic caliper with an accuracy of ±0.01 mm. Ten measurements were made for each dimension; the final result was the average of the measurements taken.

An STX W.18.200.8.FGX-type loudspeaker was used in the investigations, and is characterized by a nominal resonance frequency of 37 Hz and nominal impedance of 8 Ω. An analog sinusoidal signal was generated by a RIGOL DG4062 function generator and amplified by an AUNA CD-708 acoustic amplifier. Measurements of the effective voltage, current, and frequency of the supply signal were made using a Keithley 2700 multimeter with a 7702 plug-in card. For electric current measurement, a precision current shunt with an accuracy of ±0.01% was used, the voltage drop of which was measured by a Keithley multimeter. The accuracy of voltage and effective current measurements was better than
±0.2% of the measured value. The measurement accuracy of the frequency was better than ±0.05% of the measured value.

Table 2. Dimensions of the available front plates with orifices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Orifice Diameter, d [mm]</th>
<th>Orifice Length, l [mm]</th>
<th>l/d [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dl-1</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-2</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-3</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-4</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-5</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-6</td>
<td>30.01</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-7</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-8</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-9</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-10</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>29.27</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-11</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>39.78</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl-12</td>
<td>19.99</td>
<td>59.83</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A constant temperature hot-wire HPA 98 anemometer having a calibrated single wire probe with a sensing element length of about 2 mm and a diameter of 5 µm was used for the velocity measurements. Calibration of the anemometer was performed in the velocity range from 0.2 to about 30 m/s. The voltage signal from the anemometer was recorded by an NI USB 6211 measurement card. The probe was placed in the orifice axis and in the orifice outlet plane. The velocity measurement accuracy was described in detail in reference [3].

During all measurements, the laboratory room was air conditioned, and constant temperature and relative humidity were maintained in the ranges of 21 ± 1 °C and 35% ± 5%, respectively. The ambient pressure fluctuated within the range 99,200 ± 500 Pa. Temperature and humidity measurements were taken using a APAR AR252 thermo hygrometer with an accuracy of ±0.3 °C and ±2%, respectively. The ambient pressure measurement was carried out using a Honeywell HPB200W2DA-B barometer with an accuracy of ±40 Pa.

The conducted experimental investigations included 108 (9 × 12) cases, which were a combination of the cavity volume from Table 1 and the front plate with orifices from Table 2. The symbols used in the description of the results (Section 3) indicate, for example: Case dl-4/V-2 represents the connection of the front plate dl-4 (d = 19.95 mm; l = 4.80 mm) with the distance plates of total thickness (length) L = 29.42 mm and total cavity volume V = 655.9 cm³ (V-2).

Measurements were carried for excitation frequencies within a range of f = 10–700 Hz for each of the considered SJ actuator geometries. In the first step, the excitation frequency was measured at intervals of 10 Hz. Then, the local maxima were searched for. The second measurement was made around the initially obtained maximum, at a measurement resolution of 1 Hz. This measurement procedure significantly reduced the measurement time while ensuring high measurement resolution.

3. Results
3.1. Identification of Resonance Frequencies

The resonance frequencies of the SJ actuator were identified from the measurement of the electric apparent power with the constant voltage E operation. The apparent power P supplied by the actuator is a product of the measured effective voltage E value and the effective electric current I.

Figure 4 presents the characteristic of the apparent power consumed by the actuator when supplied with an effective voltage of 3 V in the case of SJ actuator geometries dl-9/V1–dl-9/V9. It can be seen that two local minima of the power occur. These characteristic
points correspond to the two resonance frequencies. The first power minimum occurs at
the diaphragm resonance frequency equal to \( f_D = 19 \, \text{Hz} \). This frequency depends on
the loudspeaker parameters and the vibrating air mass in the volume of the orifice \([13]\). The
second observed resonance frequency observed is the Helmholtz resonance frequency. In
the case of SJ actuator geometry dl-9/V1, the Helmholtz resonance frequency is equal to
\( f_H = 352 \, \text{Hz} \). As the cavity volume increases, the value of \( f_H \) decreases, and reaches a value
equal to 184 Hz for the case of dl-9/V9.

\[
\text{Figure 4. Dependence of SJA apparent power on excitation frequency for effective voltage } E = 3 \, \text{V}. 
\]

Resonance frequencies were also determined from the frequency-impedance characteristic. The impedance \( Z \) is the ratio of effective voltage \( E \) divided by the effective electric current \( I \) feeding the SJA. Because both impedance and apparent power are directly dependent only on the effective electric current and effective voltage, the resonance frequency will be the same for both characteristics. In the case of the impedance characteristics, the local maxima occur at the diaphragm resonance frequency and at the Helmholtz resonance frequency.

Determination of the resonance frequencies is also possible on the basis of velocity measurements. The centerline momentum velocity \( U \) in the orifice exit plane was obtained from the formula:

\[
U = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_0^T (u^2) d\tau},
\]

where \( T \) is an oscillation period and \( u \) is an instantaneous velocity.

The dependence of \( U \) on \( f \) is presented in Figure 5. Maxima of the characteristic velocity occur at the resonance frequencies. The estimation of resonance frequencies from the characteristic velocity was utilized in the reference \([11,12]\). This measurement technique has lower precision and results in more scattered data than the impedance measurement technique. In addition, the hot-wire measurement required calibration, room temperature stabilization, and temperature compensation, in addition to precise positioning of the probe.
Figure 5. Synthetic jet momentum velocity as a function of excitation frequency for $E = 3$ V for various cavity depth.

The comparison of the Helmholtz resonance frequencies obtained from impedance measurement $f_H(Z)$ and momentum velocity measurement $f_H(U)$ is presented in Figure 6, which shows a high compliance of the results.

As discussed previously, the Helmholtz resonance frequency can be determined from measurements of electrical parameters or measurements of the air velocity. Due to the better precision and repeatability of the electrical measurements in relation to the air velocity measurements with the use of constant temperature anemometry, Helmholtz resonance frequencies necessary for the validation of the mathematical model were determined from impedance measurements.

3.2. Effects of The Supply Voltage and SJ Actuator Geometrical Parameters on the Helmholtz Resonance Frequency

To select the effective voltage used to supply the synthetic jet actuator, an experiment was carried out to determine the impedance characteristics. These were functions of the
frequency for the same geometry of the actuator. The effective voltage was changed from 0.2 to 3 V. Figure 7 presents results of the experiment in the case of dl-9/V8 actuator geometry. Similar to the case of the previous investigations, two resonance frequencies are observed: the first diaphragm frequency of \( f_D = 19 \) Hz, and the second, the Helmholtz resonance frequency of \( f_H = 183 \) Hz. The impedance changes with the increase in effective voltage. However, the frequency of the resonance occurrence remains the same within tolerance of ±1 Hz. Thus, it can be concluded that the resonance frequencies do not depend on the actuator supply voltage in the considered range of effective voltages.

![Figure 7. Effect of SJA supply voltage on the frequency of resonances.](image)

The next step was to determine the influence of the basic SJ actuator geometrical parameters on the value of the Helmholtz resonance frequency. Investigations were performed by changing the orifice diameter \( d \), orifice length \( l \), and cavity volume \( V \). The results are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

![Figure 8. Effect of cavity volume and orifice diameter on the Helmholtz resonance frequency—the case of constant orifice length.](image)
Figure 9. Effect of cavity volume and orifice length on the Helmholtz resonance frequency—the case of constant orifice diameter.

The results show a decrease in $f_H$ with an increase in $V$, both in the case of constant $d$ or $l$ values. In turn, Helmholtz resonance frequency increases as the orifice diameter increases at a constant value of the cavity volume and decreases as the orifice length increases.

4. Discussion

4.1. Helmholtz Resonance Frequency Model

The Helmholtz resonance frequency is usually recognized to be [23]:

$$f_H = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{\kappa A^2 \rho a}{m \cdot V}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: $\kappa$—specific heat ratio, $A$—orifice surface area, $p_a$—ambient pressure and:

$$m = \rho \cdot A \cdot l_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $l_e$ represents the effective orifice length.

In turn, assuming that air is an ideal gas, the isentropic speed of sound is given by:

$$v = \sqrt{\frac{\kappa p_a}{\rho}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\rho$ is air density.

Considering the above, it can be written that:

$$f_H = \frac{v}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{A}{V \cdot l_e}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The effective (modified) length of the orifice $l_e$ resulting from the application of the Bernoulli equation in the modeling of synthetic jet actuation [18] is evaluated according to:

$$l_e = l + \Delta l$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Typically, the additive length $\Delta l$ can be adopted [23]:

$$\Delta l = 0.62 \cdot d$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
Values of the constant factor greater than 0.62 in the above equation have also been used in some considerations. For example, in acoustics investigations it is equal to 0.8 [27].

The Helmholtz resonance frequency is also obtained basing on the lumped element model of a synthetic jet actuator. In this case, the components of a synthetic jet actuator are modeled as elements of an analogous electrical circuit. According to the model [15], Helmholtz resonance frequency is given by:

\[ f_H = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left( \left( M_{aN} + M_{arad} \right) \left( C_{ac} \right) \right)^{-0.5} \]  

(8)

where: \( M_{aN} \) and \( M_{arad} \) are the effective acoustic mass and the acoustic radiation mass, respectively; \( C_{ac} \) is the acoustic compliance of the cavity. Assuming that air is an ideal gas, the acoustic cavity compliance is given by [15]:

\[ C_{ac} = \frac{V}{\rho \cdot v^2} \]  

(9)

Taking into account Equation (9) and the model proposed in [15], which allows \( M_{aN} \) and \( M_{arad} \) to be determined, Equation (8) takes the form:

\[ f_H = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \left( \left( \frac{16 \cdot \rho \cdot l}{3 \cdot \pi \cdot d^2} \right) + \left( \frac{16 \cdot \rho}{3 \cdot \pi^2 \cdot d} \right) \right) \left( \frac{V}{\rho \cdot v^2} \right) \right]^{-0.5} \]  

(10)

After transformations, taking into account that orifice area \( A = \pi \cdot d^2 / 4 \), Equation (10) can be written as:

\[ f_H = \frac{v}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{A}{V \cdot \left( \frac{l + \frac{1}{3} + \frac{4}{3 \cdot \pi}}{l + \frac{1}{3}} \right)}} = \frac{v}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{A}{V \cdot l_e}} \]  

(11)

where:

\[ l_e = l + \Delta l = l + \left( \frac{1}{3} + \frac{4 \cdot d}{3 \cdot \pi} \right) \]  

(12)

which is equivalent to:

\[ \frac{\Delta l}{d} = \left( \frac{l}{3 \cdot d} + \frac{4}{3 \cdot \pi} \right) = f \left( \frac{l}{d} \right) \]  

(13)

As can be seen, the term \( \Delta l/d \) is a function of the ratio of the orifice length to the orifice diameter, in contrast to the classical case, in which this term has a constant value (Equation (7)).

### 4.2. The Improved Version of the Model

Based on the above formulas, Table 3 summarizes the cases of the mathematical model describing the Helmholtz resonance frequency, taking into account the effective orifice length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( \Delta l/d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>( l/(3d) + 4/(3\pi) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SJA Helmholtz resonance frequency determined from experiments was compared with mathematical models: Equations (5) and (11). The comparison is presented in Figure 10. The figure shows that all models significantly underestimate the Helmholtz resonance frequency. The average relative error is approximately 50%.
Figure 10. The comparison of Helmholtz resonance frequencies obtained from experiments and models: Equations (5) and (11).

Taking into account the impact of the SJ actuator geometry on the effective orifice length $l_e$ in the model M2, the experimental results were compared with those obtained from the M2 model. Figure 11 presents the first comparison as a ratio of the frequencies modeled by the M2 model to the Helmholtz resonance frequencies obtained from the experimental value of $\frac{f_{H-M2}}{f_{H-exp}}$ as a function of the $l/d$ ratio. All tested cases were included. As can be seen, the convergence of the model with the experimental values decreases with the increase in the $l/d$ ratio.

Figure 11. The ratio of frequencies obtained from the M2 model to the experimental results as a function of $l/d$.

To merge the data series from Figure 11, an additional dimensionless variable—surfaces ratio $\sigma$—was introduced:

$$\sigma = \frac{\pi d^2}{\pi D^2} = \frac{d^2}{D^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Figure 12 presents the second comparison of the $\frac{f_{H-M2}}{f_{H-exp}}$ ratio as a function of $\sigma$ at a constant value of the orifice length. This applies to the SJ actuator geometries from dl-1/V-1—dl-6/V-9 to dl-6/V-1—dl-6/V-9 (54 cases). As can be seen, $\frac{f_{H-M2}}{f_{H-exp}}$ increases
with the increase in the ratio of the orifice cross-sectional area to the cross-sectional area of the cavity. The theoretical model and the experiment converge at $\sigma = 0.04$.

Figure 12. The $f_{H-M2}/f_{H-exp}$ ratio as a function of parameter $\sigma$ ($dl-7/V-1—dl-12/V-9$).

The above discussion shows that the compliance of the model M2 with the obtained experimental results was achieved for a small range of the cases considered. Using the regression method, the analytical relationship between the effective orifice length and the geometrical parameters $l/d$ and $\sigma$ was obtained for the range of the cases investigated. This is given by:

$$l_e = \sigma^{0.25} \left( 1.367 + 0.5173 \frac{l}{d} \right)$$

In this manner, the M3 model was created. Thus, Table 3 may be supplemented with the M3 model, where the $\Delta l/d$ ratio is given by:

$$\Delta l = \sigma^{0.25} \left( 1.367 + 0.5173 \frac{l}{d} \right) - \frac{l}{d}$$

The comparison of the Helmholtz resonance frequency obtained from the experiment with that calculated from the M3 model is shown in Figure 13. Of the results from the M3 model, 95% are in the range of $\pm 6\%$ relative to the experiment.

Figure 13. Results of the Helmholtz resonance frequency obtained from the M3 model and the experiment.
A spatial graph showing the dependence of the dimensionless effective orifice length on the geometrical parameters \( l/d \) and \( \sigma \) is presented in Figure 14. As can be seen, \( l_e \) is strongly related to the ratio of the orifice area to the cavity cross-sectional area.

Figure 14. Dimensionless effective orifice length as a function of the ratio of the orifice area to the cavity cross-section area, and the dimensionless orifice length.

It should be noted that the \( \sigma \) parameter appears in the analytical model for SJ actuation based on the fluid dynamics laws, as presented by Sharma [18]. Analyzing the unsteady Bernoulli equation, the author presents the dependence of the orifice loss coefficient on \( \sigma \). The present experimental research indicates that the effective orifice length/effective length of the air \( l_e \) represented by the inertia coefficient [18] is also a function of the \( \sigma \) parameter.

Considering the base Equation (5), which presents the Helmholtz resonance frequency, and taking into account that:

\[
\frac{A}{V} = \frac{\sigma}{L} \tag{17}
\]

It can be written:

\[
f_H = \frac{V}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^{0.75}}{L(1.367d + 0.5173l)}} \tag{18}
\]

which is the formula used to obtain the Helmholtz resonance frequency of the synthetic jet actuator.

4.3. Coupling Ratio in the Analysis of the Model of the Helmholtz Resonance Frequency of an SJ Actuator

The model presented above was obtained based on the experiments performed using a wide but limited range of SJ actuator geometrical parameters. The graphical presentation of the M3 model compared with the M1 and M2 models (see Table 3) in the considered \( l/d \) range is presented in Figure 15. The M3 model is shown with a parameter \( \sigma \) equal to the extreme values of the investigated SJ actuator geometry range.
Figure 15. The dependence of the dimensionless effective length as a function of the dimensionless orifice length.

As can be seen, the presented model differs significantly from the M1 and M2 models, raising the question of whether another parameter affects the frequency. Thus, an additional parameter that influences the Helmholtz resonance frequency of the SJ actuator was taken into account. This parameter is the coupling ratio $CR$, which represents the ratio of the air stiffness enclosed within the cavity to the diaphragm stiffness [23]. It is given by:

$$CR = \left( \frac{\omega_p}{\omega_D} \right)^2$$

(19)

where $\omega_D$ represents the structural angular frequency of the diaphragm, and is given by:

$$\omega_D = \sqrt{\frac{k_D}{m_D}}$$

(20)

where $k_D$ is the equivalent spring stiffness of the diaphragm and $m_D$ is the diaphragm mass.

In addition, $\omega_p$ is the natural frequency of the pneumatic spring made of the air in the cavity and of the diaphragm mass $m_D$ [18]. It is defined as:

$$\omega_p = \sqrt{\frac{k \cdot A_D^2 \cdot p_a}{V \cdot m_D}}$$

(21)

where $A_D$ is a diaphragm wall area.

If $CR$ takes small values, the system of the diaphragm dynamics is decoupled from the acoustic oscillator [23]. Then, the Helmholtz and the diaphragm resonance frequency positions are far apart [24] and the uncoupled case occurs. For larger values of $CR$, the dependence of the centerline characteristic velocity of the SJ actuator on the excitation frequency has a form similar to that of Figure 5, and the coupled case occurs.

Based on the characteristics of the STX W.18.200.8.FGX-type loudspeaker used in the present investigations, the $CR$ parameter was obtained for the investigated geometries of the SJ actuator. The coupling ratio was changed from about $CR = 20$ for the largest cavity length, to about $CR = 100$ for the smallest cavity length. These findings indicate that coupling occurred in the considered system, and a single peak of characteristic velocity emerged, which was mainly dominated by the diaphragm resonance, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 15 compares the obtained M3 model with the literature data, and shows a large discrepancy. This may be due to the large value of $CR$ in the case considered. Model M1,
with $\Delta l = 0.62d$, was used by researchers [23] for investigations of the frequency response of SJ actuators. The authors obtained a good agreement between the numerical simulations and the experimental and analytical findings. In their tested cases, the CR ratio ranged from 0.04 to 1.88. In addition, the specifications of the investigated SJ actuators quoted in [15] enabled estimation of the CR parameter, which had a value of about 3. In this case, the experimental results were consistent with M2 model.

Based on the above considerations, it can be assumed that the type of SJ actuator system considered (uncoupled or coupled) has a significant impact on the modeling of the Helmholtz resonance frequency.

5. Conclusions

Loudspeaker synthetic jet actuators were tested using 108 various geometrical configurations. The experiment was performed to determine the impact of SJ geometry on the Helmholtz resonance frequency. Geometrical parameters of the SJ actuator—orifice diameter, orifice length, and cavity volume—were changed within a wide range. An additional geometric dimensionless parameter representing a ratio of the orifice cross-section area to the cross-section area of the cavity was introduced. The investigated cases of the SJ actuator were characterized by a high CR parameter.

The dependences of electrical and flow parameters that characterize the considered synthetic jet actuators, as a function of the excitation frequency, were also identified. Based on the obtained experimental results, an improved version of the classical model of the Helmholtz resonance frequency was derived. The model provides valuable insights into the behavior of SJ actuators.

Based on the research conducted and the obtained findings, some conclusions can be formulated:

- The Helmholtz resonance frequency can be determined from measurements of electrical parameters or measurements of the air velocity. However, due to the higher precision and greater repeatability of electrical measurements in relation to air velocity measurements with the use of constant temperature anemometry, the first method appears to be more appropriate.
- The resonance frequencies do not depend on the actuator supply voltage in the considered range of effective voltages.
- There is a decrease in $f_H$ with an increase in $V$, in the cases of constant $d$ or $l$ values. In addition, the Helmholtz resonance frequency increases as the orifice diameter increases at a constant value of the cavity volume and decreases as the orifice length increases.
- The additive length $\Delta l$ in the effective orifice length $l_e$ is a function not only of the orifice diameter, but also of the orifice length $l$ and the surface ratio $\sigma$.
- The obtained investigation results enabled the determination of an improved model for the Helmholtz resonance frequency of a synthetic jet actuator.
- The model obtained is valid in the case of SJ actuators characterized by large values of the coupling ratio.

The results of the conducted research represent a step towards the development of practical applications of loudspeaker-driven SJ actuators. The obtained knowledge about the Helmholtz resonance frequency can be of significance in SJ applications in cooling systems due to its impact on SJ actuator energetic efficiency and, consequently, heat transfer intensity.
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Nomenclature

\begin{itemize}
  \item $A$ orifice surface area [m$^2$]
  \item $A_D$ diaphragm wall area [m$^2$]
  \item $CR$ coupling ratio [-]
  \item $D$ cavity internal diameter [mm]
  \item $d$ orifice diameter [mm]
  \item $E$ effective voltage [V]
  \item $f$ symbol of a function
  \item $f$ excitation frequency [Hz]
  \item $f_D$ diaphragm resonance frequency [Hz]
  \item $f_H$ Helmholtz resonance frequency [Hz]
  \item $k_D$ diaphragm equivalent stiffness [N/m]
  \item $l$ effective electric current [A]
  \item $L$ cavity length [mm]
  \item $l$ orifice length [mm]
  \item $\Delta l$ additive length [mm]
  \item $l_e$ effective length [mm]
  \item $m$ effective mass of the air at the orifice [kg]
  \item $m_D$ mass of the diaphragm [kg]
  \item $P$ apparent power [W]
  \item $p_a$ ambient pressure [Pa]
  \item $T$ oscillation period [s]
  \item $U$ characteristic velocity [m/s]
  \item $u$ instantaneous velocity [m/s]
  \item $V$ cavity volume [m$^3$]
  \item $Z$ impedance [Ω]
\end{itemize}

Greek Symbols

\begin{itemize}
  \item $\kappa$ specific heat ratio [-]
  \item $\rho$ air density [kg/m$^3$]
  \item $\sigma$ surfaces ratio $d^2/D^2$ [-]
  \item $\nu$ speed of sound [m/s]
  \item $\tau$ time [s]
\end{itemize}
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